Introduction
Automatic reasoning is an important aspect of computer science. There are many methods that deal with automatic proofs of formulas. An important subject of study is their efficiency with respect to the resources they need to carry out a proof. Efficiency of a proof method may depend on many things, e.g.
(i) the set of available rules of the method, (ii) the language in which the input formulas have to be formulated, (iii) the technique of choosing one rule from a set of possible rules and choosing one or more formulas to which the rule will apply, (iv) the amount of space required by the method in order to carry out a proof, (v) the mechanism of selecting the instances of quantified formulas, (vi) the possibility to use auxiliary theorems in the proof. Here we shall concentrate on the possibility of using auxiliary theorems in proof methods. Not much has been done in this field. The bases for this article are: (i) Boolos' example in [2] , which shows some difference between a proof with auxiliary theorems and proofs without auxiliary theorems.
(ii) The cut elimination theorem in [3] , which presents an upper bound of the length of the shortest proof without auxiliary theorems as a function of the length of a proof with auxiliary theorems and the complexity of the auxiliary theorems.
In a mathematical proof, it is natural to use auxiliary theorems; especially, when we want to prove something complicated. Consider proving a theorem; usually, we have a set of axioms and a set of basic theorems as starting points. There are two possible techniques to prove the theorem: (i) Prove it directly from the given set of axioms and the set of basic theorems. (ii) Prove first some auxiliary theorems (or lemmas) from the axioms and the basic theorems, and then prove the theorem from the axioms, the basic theorems and the auxiliary theorems. The usual automatic proofs use only the first alternative, but in textbooks the use of auxiliary theorems is widespread. In most formal systems, the possibility to use auxiliary theorems can be formulated as a cut rule. The cut rule can be formulated in many ways. An example of the cut rule is the transitivity property of logical implication:
A--+B B+C A+C '
where B is called the cut formula of the rule. We can consider cut formulas as auxiliary theorems and auxiliary theorems as cut formulas in a proof. If there is a cut rule in a formal inference system, a proof of an auxiliary theorem will correspond to a proof of a cut formula. We add the auxiliary theorem to the set of basic theorems by using the cut rule. In this way, transferring a natural proof to a formal proof using the inference system does not increase the length of the proof significantly.
But without cut the length of a formal proof may be much larger than the corresponding natural proof.
An auxiliary theorem serves two purposes: (i) achieve a better proof structure, and (ii) achieve a shorter proof (plus a better proof structure). The benefit of using auxiliary theorems with respect to the length of proof depends on (i) how complicated the subproofs of the auxiliary theorems are, and (ii) how many times the auxiliary theorems are needed in the proof. If we use an auxiliary theorem only once in the proof, it will not give us much benefit with respect to the length of the proof. But if we need an intermediate formula more than once in the proof, it will be advantageous to have it as an auxiliary theorem; especially, if the proof of the formula is complicated; otherwise, we have to prove it more than once, even if the proofs are identical or almost identical. With the possibility to use auxiliary theorems, we do not need to prove every formula from the original axioms (and the basic theorems) when it is needed, we can prove some formulas and build up a proof with these formulas as starting points. Later we shall show that there is a dramatic difference between a proof of some formula with auxiliary theorems and proofs of the same formula without auxiliary theorems.
In this article, we first present a modified version of the cut elimination theorem and use an example to show that the upper bound (which is a function of the length of a proof and the complexity of the cut formulas in the proof) of the length of the cut-free proof given by the modified cut elimination theorem matches the length of the cut-free proof of the example. We also discuss the resolution method and some of its refinements with respect to the possibility of using cut. For each refinement discussed, we give an upper bound (for the shortest cut-free proof) as a function of the length of the refutation.
On the other hand, we give examples which show that the upper bounds are minimal.
cut-free.
In the last section, we discuss why the usual proof methods are
Cut elimination
The inference system we use here is called analysis tree as it is presented in [3] . It can be regarded as a simplified version of the standard Gentzen's sequential calculus.
Let cp, $ be formulas and r be a set of formulas. An analysis tree is a proof that uses the following rules. We first present the cut elimination theorem as it is presented in [3] . Examples of moving cut formulas upwards (the cut rules near the topmost nodes can easily be replaced by other rules) in a proof tree are:
A, B(s)
A db here can be constructed according to the following lemma. In the above strategy of cut elimination and in the definition of the length of cut formulas, the formulas of the form $1 v lclz are considered as important as the formulas of the form 3x) tj(x). But we can find a cut elimination strategy that makes an important difference between cut formulas of the form $i v $z and cut formulas of the form 3xI$(x).
Lemma 2.3 (Inversion lemma

Modljied cut elimination theorem
To modify the cut elimination theorem, we need the following lemma. 
The function 0 can be considered as a special kind of supremum operation. This relation expresses the relation between a term and the supremum of a set of terms including that term. l a, _ 1 is the supremum of the depths of all literals in all quantifier-free subformulas.
l ai (with n-1 > i>O) is the supremum of the depths of all quantified subformulas with n-1 -i nested quantifiers in all (conjunctive and disjunctive) subformulas containing subformulas which have at most n -1 -i nested quantifiers.
l a,, is the supremum of the depths of all quantified subformula with n-1 nested quantifiers in *.
Correspondingly, the cut rank has to be redefined. 
If the last rule used in d is not a cut, then p(d)=p(d,)
... p(d,)
Zl is also the set of cut ranks of proofs. Let a0+u1t+uzt2+ ... +u,_,t"-'+t" be the cut rank of a proof d. We obtain: n -1 is the supremum of the number of nested quantifiers of all subformulas of the cut formulas in d. a,_ 1 is the supremum of the depths of all literals in all quantifier-free subformulas of the cut formulas in d. ui (with n-1 > i>O) is the supremum of the depths of all quantified subformulas with n -1 -i nested quantifiers in all (conjunctive and disjunctive) subformulas (of the cut formulas) containing subformulas which have at most n-1 -i nested quantifiers. a, is the supremum of the depths of all quantified subformula with n-1 nested quantifiers in the cut formulas.
If [ = a0 + lo. t is the cut rank of a proof d, the technique of eliminating cut formulas is (assuming co # 0; otherwise, the proof is cut-free. In the following discussion, we also assume that the minimum value of co and [ is 1) as follows.
l If a0 #O, reduce a, by 1, we get a proof with cut rank (a0 -1) + co. t. l If a0 = 0, reduce the order of the polynomial by 1, we get a proof with cut rank lo. We use this technique recursively until we get a cut-free proof. By this technique we have to find cut formulas with largest n and uO. We define two functions over the set of cut ranks. Definition 2.12. nqf, dqf are assignments of ordinals to the lengths of cut formulas, such that nqf(a, + a, t + ... +t")=n-1 and dqf(ao+a,t+...+t")=ao.
nqf(p(d)) is the supremum of the number of nested quantifiers of all subformulas in the cut formulas in d. dqf(p(d)) is the supremum of the depths of the subformulas which have most nested quantifiers (in the cut formulas in d). With these definitions, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.13 (Modified reduction lemma). Let do t-A,, $ and dl I-Al, -$ with either
Let i be I$l@p(do)@p(d,).
Zfi=iO+l, then wecunJinddtAO,Al withp(d)<.co und IdlQsup(ld,I, ld,l)+2. Zf[=co.t, then we cunjnd dtd,, A, with P(d)<.co and
Idl~l4l+ldd
Theorem 2.14 (Modified cut elimination theorem). (i) ifd t-A with p(d)=[+ 1, then we canfind d'l-A with p(d')<.[, [d'l<2.ldl, (ii) ifd F A with p(d)=[.t, then we can jnd d't-A with p(d')d.[, ld'/62'dl.
This theorem follows from Lemma 2.13.
Corollary 2.15. If d t A with p(d), then we can jind a cut-jkee d* E A with Id*1 ds(p(d), IdI), where s is defined recursioely: ~(1, n)=n and s(c. t +a, n)=s(c, 2*""').
Let O(f) denote, as usual, a function that grows at most as fast asf(n) and O(j), as usual, a function that grows as fast asf(n). (g = O(f) means thatfand g have the same order and g = O(f) means that the order of g is less than or equal to that off; if both of them are polynomials.)
..,ak_1are constants, we can jind a cut free d* t A with Id* I < 2f(ldi)= 2z$$fd))+ 1.
Corollary 2.15 gives an upper bound of the length of cut-free proof as a function of the length of the proof with cut and the cut rank. Corollary 2.16 gives an approximate upper bound of the length of cut-free proof as a function of proof length with cut and the supremum of the number of nested quantifiers in the cut formulas in the proof. Corollary 2.16 also shows the importance of the number of nested quantifiers in cut formulas. Both these lemmas can be proved by induction on the length of d.
Cut formulas
(ii) We have to add logical symbols, especially quantifiers, to obtain good cut formulas. According to the modified cut elimination theorem, the power of a cut formula is limited by its length; especially, the number of nested quantifiers in it.
If we want to prove a set of formulas, the problems connected with the use of cut are: (i) Do there exist cut formulas that contribute to shorten the proof of this set of formulas? (ii) If so, how do we find the correct combination of some predicate symbols in this set of formulas with suitable arguments, and the logical symbols 1, v , A, V and 3?
These two problems are closely related. If we have a negative answer for problem (i), problem (ii) will not arise, and if we have a positive answer for problem (i), we may also have some idea about how to construct cut formulas. For certain sets of formulas, we can find good cut formulas (an example of this is the set of formulas in the next section); in such cases, the information presented in this section may be useful.
Example
Let e be a two-place function symbol, 1 a constant symbol and L a one-place predicate symbol. Let nel's n n Under this interpretation, Le"(el)"ll" means that 2,"+ 1 is a natural number. Except for the axioms that rewrite 2".2" as 2'l, we have only two axioms: "if x is a natural number, so is 2x" and "1 is a natural number"; hence, we have to prove "2"++I is a natural number" with at least 2," lines (we have to use the first axiom at least 2," times) by a cut-free proof. By analysis tree with cut, we can prove r+ LekC ' (el)"l lk+ ' with the length of proof equal to o(n), with Mka for some different values of a as cut formulas, where MO a is La and Mi+ 1 a is V y 1 (Miy 3 Micay) for i 3 0.
A more complicated example can be constructed by combining two similar copies of the example. The purpose is to make an example such that when eliminating quantifier free-cut formulas, the number of nodes can also grow exponentially. The new example is that of proving d+Le"(el)"l l", L'e"(el)"ll".
Summary
The essence of these cut formulas is the quantifiers they contain. We start with the proof of the example (d+Le"(el)"l l", L'e"(el)"ll") with proof length o(n), the number of nodes and the number of formulas being 2 W) Table 1 (where k=s-120 is the . supremum of the number of nested quantifiers of the cut formulas) shows the relations between the cut ranks, the upper bounds of the length and the number of nodes of the cut-free proof tree of the example.
This table also shows that the estimate of the new upper bound is more suitable, and we cannot reduce the new upper bound very much. 
Resolution
In the previous section, we have discussed proofs with and without cut. We have seen that the use of cut is very important with respect to the length of proof. But in the usual mechanical proof methods, the possibility to use cut is very limited. In this section, we shall discuss the resolution method and some of its refinements with respect to the possibility of using cut. The resolution rule is: We can add restrictions to the resolution rule to achieve more efficient refutation algorithms. The restrictions we want to discuss are the following: (1) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is a unit clause; this is known as unit resolution.
(2) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is an input clause; this is known as input resolution.
(3) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is a positive clause; this is known as P1 resolution.
(4) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is a negative clause; this is known as N 1 resolution.
(5) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is an input clause or an ancestor of the other parent clause (including that clause); this is known as linear resolution.
(6) At least one of the parent clauses of the resolution rule is in or has an ancestor in a chosen subset of the input clauses; this is known as set of support. Definition 3.1. We define some functions that will be useful in our discussion.
slq is a function from sets of clauses to ordinals such that, if I-is the set of clauses (F,, F2, . .
. . F,}, then slq(r)=supf=,(nl(F,)+nq(F,)), where nq(F) is the number of distinct variables in F and nl(F) is the number of literals in F.
neg is a function from sets of clauses to sets of formulas such that, if r is a set of clauses, then neg(r) is the set of negated formulas (with corresponding existential quantifiers attached) of all clauses in r.
_. I. Resolution und analysik trees
By analyzing the general resolution mechanism, we can consider resolution as a proof method that has the possibility to use simple cut formulas. The properties of resolution that correspond to cut are:
l Type 1: the resolution rule. The resolution rule corresponds to the cut rule with cut rank 1, e.g.
FvHvGl
FvHvlG, FvTHvG, Fv7Hv7G2
FvH FvlH
F
In this case we do not use any clause twice. But if we transfer it to a cut-free proof, we have to use some clauses more than once.
l Type 2: the possibility to use a deduced formula more than once. By a general resolution procedure, if we want to falsify a set of clauses r, we deduce Fi+ 1 from Z-, F1, F2 , . . ., Fi for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . until the empty clause is deduced. We can use Fi as many times as we wish.
But some refinements of resolution do not have the possibility to make use of these properties. For instance, input resolution does not have the possibility to use a deduced clause more than once. We can divide the refinements of resolution mentioned above in three categories:
l Category 1: set of support, unrestricted resolution and linear resolution.
l Category 2: unit resolution, P1 resolution and N1 resolution. 0 Category 3: input resolution.
Let R denote one of the resolutions in these categories. Let r be a set of clauses. Let n be the length of refutation by R. We assume further that slq(T) is a constant (not a function of n). We have compared these refinements of resolution with a cut-free analysis tree, and obtained the following results.
l If R is in the first category, neg(r) can be proved by a cut-free analysis tree with length equal to 2@(") and the number of nodes in the tree equal to 22""'.
l If R is in the second category, neg(Z) can be proved by a cut-free analysis tree with length equal to O(n) and the number of nodes in the tree equal to 2@(").
l If R is in the third category, neg(r) can be proved by a cut-free analysis tree with length equal to O(n) and the number of nodes in the tree equal to O(n). In our analysis, an instantiation of a clause takes no step in resolution, but the number of lines in the analysis tree is equal to the number of variables in the negation of the clause; and we have factorization in resolution but not in the analysis tree. We, therefore, need a restriction on the size of slq(T); for instance, the set of clauses The restriction on the number of variables and literals in a clause reflects mainly how we count the number of steps in a proof. To make a fair comparison between resolution and the analysis tree, we can count an instantiation of an existential formula (with one or more variables) by the analysis tree as one step, and drop the restriction on the number of variables in a clause. The remaining restriction is that on the number of literals in a clause. This restriction is used to limit the length of the trivialproofsofformulasoftheformA,AA2A~~~AAk,~Al,~A2,...,~Ali,andthe bound of the number of literals can be modified to O(n). Usually, the number of literals in a clause is less than the number of steps in a refutation. But we have to keep the restriction, in case the factorization of a clause contracts many literals (for instance, n2 literals) to one.
We are not going to prove the above result formally, but an informal discussion is given in the following paragraphs.
We first look at input resolution. Each step in input resolution uses the clause deduced (an input clause at the beginning) and one input clause to deduct a new clause. We can never use a deduced clause twice. We can also eliminate the cut of type 1 without increasing the length of proof significantly if we transfer a refutation of a set of clauses r by input resolution to a proof of neg(r) by a cut-free analysis tree.
Unit resolution has the possibility to use a deduced clause twice, e.g. In the case of unit resolution, we can eliminate the cut of type 1 without increasing the length of proof significantly if we transfer a refutation of a set of clauses I-by unit resolution (where every deduced clause is used only once) to a proof of neg(r) by a cut-free analysis tree. PI and N, resolutions have similar properties. Linear resolution also has the possibility to use a deduced clause twice. As it is in the case of unit resolution, we may get an exponential increase of the number of deduced clauses if we add the restriction that one deduced clause can be used only once. But if we want to eliminate the cut of type 1, in order to transfer a refutation of a set of clauses f by linear resolution (where every deduced clauses is used only once) to a proof of neg(r) by a cut-free analysis tree, in some cases we cannot avoid an extra exponential increase of the number of nodes. Set of support and unrestricted resolution have similar properties.
The above discussion explains why we get the exponential and double exponential functions. We can conclude the following from this discussion.
Resolutions in the first category which contains set of support, unrestricted and linear resolution have the possibility to make use of cut of type 1 and type 2. Resolutions in the second category which contains unit resolution P, and N1 resolution have the possibility to make use of cut of type 2. Resolution in the third category, i.e. input resolution, cannot use the cut possibilities. We have also examples that show that the upper bounds of the lengths of the cut-free analysis tree are optimal.
Example for the ,jrst categor1,
Consider the problem of falsifying
We shall discuss this problem informally, so that the axioms about the representation of the terms (or the numbers and the subtraction function) and the use of these axioms are omitted. It can be falsified by resolution with length O(n) since we can deduce lM (.x-2a)vM(x)vlN(y-2a) We first consider the problem of proving r(a, b):
To prove this formula, first we have to choose one instance of
3XyI(i%f(X-l)A lM(X)AN(y--l)A TN(y))
One possibility is to choose a as x and b as y (intuitively, there is no better choice than this). We can then use the A rule. There remain two nontrivial subproofs (the other two subproofs are axioms r(a, the number of nodes in the proof will be 22e("' . While O(n) is the length of refutation by resolution, 22e"' ' 1s the upper bound (mentioned in Section 3.1) of the number of nodes in the corresponding cut-free analysis tree. Hence, the upper bound cannot be reduced significantly.
Example for the second category
We shall show that by unit resolution we can prove a formula with length O(n), which requires O(n) lines and 2@@) nodes with a cut-free analysis tree. Let Dk be a k-place predicate symbol; the set of clauses is presented as follows. x,_~uv~D"x~...x,_~bvD"-'xl...x,_l, a ~D"-1x1...x,_2av~D"-'x,...x,_,bvD"-2x1...~,-2 
Example for the third category
We know that a proof of {Ll, Vx / (Lx ~Ldx)+Ld"l} by cut-free analysis tree requires O(n) lines, and we can prove that {Ll, 1 Ld" 1,~ Lx v Ldx} is a contradiction by input resolution with o(n) steps.
Summar?
By these examples, we have shown that the upper bounds in Section 3.1 cannot be reduced very much. We present the results in Table 2 , where we have the restriction that the number of literals in a clause does not exceed O(n) and an instantiation of an existential formula by an analysis tree is counted as one step. Here IZ is the length of refutation by corresponding resolution and the functions of n are the (lowest) upper bounds of the length of and the number of nodes in proofs by the corresponding cut-free analysis tree. Table 2 Length Nodes 1st category 2ecw
Discussion
In the previous sections, we have compared resolution with a cut-free analysis tree. We can transfer any refutation with length n by resolution to a proof by a cut-free analysis tree, but the length of proof may increase. In the worst case the length of the corresponding cut-free analysis tree may be 2 @(") and the number of nodes in the tree may be 2*""'. If we consider an analysis tree with 1 as its cut rank, we can transfer any refutation with length n by resolution to a proof by the analysis tree with length O(n) and the number of nodes in the tree 2O(").
These results conclude that resolution in some cases is much better than cut-free analysis tree (and also an analysis tree with cut rank 1). We can also prove that if r is a set of clauses and neg(r) can be proved by an analysis tree with n nodes and cut rank at most 1, then r can be falsified by resolution with length O(n). Hence, resolution is uniformly better than an analysis tree with cut rank < 1, assuming that the formulas we want to prove by the analysis tree are negations of clauses. Resolution can be considered as a proof method that has the possibility to use simple cut formulas. Resolution has two properties that correspond to cut.
l The resolution rule. l The possibility to use a deduced formula more than once.
With the possibility of using cut, we can dramatically reduce the length of some proofs compared to cut-free analysis tree. But the reduction may not be as much as that for a general analysis tree. The problem is that resolution requires input formulas in conjunctive normal form and we have only one inference rule (the resolution rule). The kinds of clauses deducible by resolution are limited. As an example, ('4 x 1 (Affx 3 Agx))+(V x 1 (Afx) 2 V x 1 (Agx)) is provable by resolution (i.e. resolution can prove that { 1 Affx v Agx, Afx, 1 Aga} is a contradiction).
But 1 Afa v Agx (or (V x 1 (Afx) II V x 1 (Agx))) is not deducible from 1 Affx v Agx. It shows restrictions on the kinds of formulas that can be deduced and, hence, can be used as auxiliary formulas by resolution.
Generally, existential formulas cannot be deduced by resolution since clauses that represent existential formulas must contain new function symbols (or constants).
Complexity of the cut formulas in resolution is, hence, limited. Besides the complexity of cut formulas, there is also another limitation. When comparing an analysis tree with resolution, we have assumed that the formulas we want to falsify or prove are clauses (by resolution) or negations of clauses (by the analysis tree). This assumption is a strong restriction on the cut-free analysis tree. With this assumption, we can use only the following inference rules of the cut+free analysis tree: (i) A: r, cp, 1 rp if cp is atomic.
(ii) A 0: l-9 cp r, + and 3,: r, 44s) r,cpAti r, 3~ I d4'
Much of the advantage of the analysis tree is lost. Without the assumption, we may achieve a much shorter proof by the cut-free analysis tree than a corresponding refutation by resolution, e.g. let
, and (ii) F be C1 A C2 A ... A C,. F can be proved by a cut-free analysis tree with length @(log n) and the number of nodes O(n). But we obtain 4" clauses if we transfer the negation of F to conjunctive normal form. Hence, we need at least 2 @") steps to falsify the negation of F.
If we consider the general analysis tree, we can regard resolution as a proper subcase of the analysis tree with respect to the following facts.
(i) We can transfer any refutation with length IZ by resolution to a proof by an analysis tree with length O(n) and the number of nodes in the tree O(n) if slq(LZ), where II is a set containing all clauses used in the refutation, is constant with respect to n. (In this sense, resolution can be regarded as a subcase of an analysis tree.)
(ii) We cannot transfer every analysis tree to resolution directly without dramatic increase of the length. An example is that we cannot transfer the shortest proof of 
by an analysis tree directly to a refutation by resolution with the negation of this formula as input and essentially the same number of steps. This example is related to the argument that resolution cannot use complicated cut formulas as the analysis tree does. Another example is the one mentioned previously (the problem of proving F). It is related to the argument that resolution can be applied only to formulas in normal form.
Mechanical proof
In mechanical proofs we have problems that hinder us from using cut in a general proof system: (i) The possibility to use deduced formulas more than once may require the system to store every deduced formula.
(ii) The possibility to deduce more formulas and, hence, open the possibility to use these formulas as cut formulas, may also open greater possibility to deduce useless formulas.
These problems are the reason that input resolution is considered being a more efficient proof method than e.g. linear resolution.
The consequence of it is that in practical automatic theorem proving environment, cut-free methods are considered being more efficient than methods with the possibility to use cut. For instance, Prolog is widely used in the logic programming environment, a proof of an atomic formula A by Prolog is a proof containing either a proof of At, Prolog can be considered as a subcase of input resolution and, hence, cut-free. On the other hand, Prolog is not even as good as input resolution in a way since it needs 2""' steps to falsify {Ll, Ldl, Lx A LdxI Lddx, 1 Ld" l}, when this set of formulas can be falsified by input resolution with Q(n) steps.
Another method called connection calculus, which is presented in [ 11, tries to cope with the following kinds of redundancies (when compared to the Herbrand's fundamental theorem applied to automatic theorem proving in a straightforward way).
l The required expansion of the given formula P explicitly involves several variants of P, which all encode essentially the same information.
l The number of these variants of P in the expansion is not minimal and, for instance by appropriate splitting, often may be decreased.
l Expansion and the tautology test of the resulting quantifier-free disjunction is treated separately, which results in bizarre behavior.
l Classical tautology test methods are inefficient even in relatively simple cases.
In this respect this method is more efficient than any other known proof methods [l] . It can, however, also be considered as cut-free.
To use proof methods with the possibility to use cut formulas, we need (i) a procedure (which is depending on the proof method or the set of deduction rules) that can select formulas which are probably useful in further calculating and, hence, must be stored, and (ii) restrictions on the deduction rule, so that useless formulas will not be produced. Consider the general resolution. There have been some works regarding these two aspects. The subsumption algorithm can be considered as an algorithm that prevents storing useless clauses and it contributes to the first aspect. The restriction that prevents producing tautologies can be considered as a restriction that contributes to the second aspect. But they are not powerful enough to make general resolution acceptable as a practical mechanical proof method. It seems that there does not exist any general and efficient solution for these problems. Whether there are some useful procedures and restrictions for proof methods (e.g. resolution), with input restricted to formulas that represent knowledge from one or more particular fields, requires research in these fields.
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